Abstract-Domain adaptation aims to leverage knowledge from a well-labeled source domain to a poorly-labeled target domain. A majority of existing works transfer the knowledge at either feature level or sample level. Recent researches reveal that both of the paradigms are essentially important, and optimizing one of them can reinforce the other. Inspired by this, we propose a novel approach to jointly exploit feature adaptation with distribution matching and sample adaptation with landmark selection. During the knowledge transfer, we also take the local consistency between samples into consideration, so that the manifold structures of samples can be preserved. At last, we deploy label propagation to predict the categories of new instances. Notably, our approach is suitable for both homogeneous and heterogeneous domain adaptation by learning domain-specific projections. Extensive experiments on five open benchmarks, which consist of both standard and large-scale datasets, verify that our approach can significantly outperform not only conventional approaches but also end-to-end deep models. The experiments also demonstrate that we can leverage handcrafted features to promote the accuracy on deep features by heterogeneous adaptation. Our codes are available at https://github.com/lijin118/LPJT.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE scarcity principle 1 is one of the commonsense principles in our daily life. In the field of machine learning, the scarcity shows up in labeled samples. In most cases, labeling samples is labor intensive. Or, in other cases, it is even hard to collect samples. However, most of the effective machine learning approaches need to be trained in a supervised fashion. To address this mismatch, transfer learning [1] - [3] has been proposed to borrow knowledge from related and yet welllabeled domains. Unfortunately, one cannot directly transfer from one domain (the source domain) to another (the target domain) due to the distribution divergence [1] , [4] . We have to align the source domain and the target domain to secure the knowledge transfer since a basic assumption of statistical learning is that the training set and test set are drawn from the same data distribution [1] . Recently, a battery of researches have been proposed to align the source domain and the target domain in terms of domain adaptation [5] - [11] .
The basic assumption behind domain adaptation is that some latent factors are shared by the source domain and the target domain. These latent factors can be specific features [12] , J. Li, M. Jing, K. Lu and H. T. Shen are with the School of Computer Science and Engineering, University of Electronic Science and Technology of China; Lei Zhu is with Shandong Normal University. E-mail: jjl@uestc.edu.cn. 1 The scarcity principle is an economic theory in which a limited supply of a good, coupled with a high demand for that good, results in a mismatch between the desired supply and demand equilibrium. (Investopedia) geometric structures [13] and landmark samples [14] . For clarity, we give a brief introduction for the three aspects. Firstly, since the source domain and the target domain share the same semantic space in domain adaptation, sample features can be decomposed into shared and domain-dependent features. The specific features in this paper refer to the shared features which are generally uncovered by a shared subspace. In addition, high dimensional data lies on a low dimensional manifold embedded in the ambient space [15] - [17] . The geometric structures refer to the manifold structures. At last, the landmark samples are a subset of labeled data instances in the source domain that are distributed most closely to the target domain [18] . The very essential idea of existing domain adaptation methods is to reveal these latent factors and use them as the bridge of knowledge transfer.
Recently, several researches [13] , [19] - [21] reveal that jointly optimizing more than one of the three latent factors can be an effective way to handle domain adaptation. For instance, Aljundi et al. [14] introduce an approach based on both subspace alignment and landmark selection. Hubert et al. [20] propose to select landmarks and match feature distributions at the same time. Long et al. [22] explore the benefits from jointly optimizing feature alignment and sample re-weighting.
Previous approaches have proved that each of the adaptation paradigms is essentially important, and optimizing one of them can reinforce the other. However, there are still deficiencies in existing work. The most conspicuous two deficiencies are: 1) The joint optimization is insufficient. Specifically, although existing work have investigated joint optimization, a vast majority of them [4] , [13] , [22] only jointly optimize two of the three and let the other one be neglected.
2) The existing models are limited in application scenarios. Specifically, most of existing work [6] , [13] , [23] , [24] are limited to only homogeneous domain adaptation, they cannot be directly applied on heterogeneous domain adaptation problems [20] . The first deficiency can be attributed to the challenge of simultaneously handling three concerns in one objective. The second deficiency is quite common in real-world applications since we cannot always guarantee that the source domain and the target domain are sampled with homogeneous features.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach to overcome the two shortcomings in a unified objective. On one hand, to take full advantage of joint optimization, we align features with distribution matching and re-weight samples with landmark selection. Our idea is shown in Fig. 1 . In addition, we also take the sample geometric structure into consideration, so that the local manifold structures of samples can be preserved during the knowledge transfer. Different from existing approaches which only investigate the local structure in feature learning, we take a step further and introduce label propagation [25] to maximize the utilization of locality preservation. On the other hand, to ensure that our model can be applied to domains with arbitrary feature dimensionalities, we propose to learn two different mappings, one for each domain, to project the two domains into a latent space. With an ingenious formulation, the two mappings are inter-connected and learned together, so that the latent space will be shared by the two domains and in which the two domains can be well aligned. In summary, the main contributions of this work can be outlined as follows: 1) We propose a novel domain adaptation method that considers knowledge transfer at both feature level and sample level. Specifically, at the feature level, our method can reduce the distribution divergence between domains. At the sample level, our method can preserve the neighborhood relationship of samples and make it robust to outliers. The proposed method takes full advantage of joint optimization, overcomes the challenges of formulation and optimization, and shows significant advantage against previous approaches, even end-to-end deep models. 2) Different from previous approaches which are limited to specific application scenarios, our model is more general. By simultaneously optimizing two projections, one for each domain, our method can handle domain adaptation problems where the source and the target domains have different dimensionalities and features. It suits for both homogeneous and heterogeneous domain adaptation, either in unsupervised or supervised learning manner. 3) In the experiments, we do not only put our eyes on verifying the effectiveness of the proposed method. We are interested to see if the handcrafted features can assist the task on deep features, and if different deep features can facilitate each other. We verify that features extracted from one network can reinforce the others, and even handcrafted features can boost the accuracy on deep features by heterogeneous domain adaptation, which highlights the value of transfer learning.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Domain Adaptation
Domain adaptation [21] - [24] , [26] is a popular research branch of transfer learning [1] , [27] , which aims to leverage knowledge from a well-labeled domain to a poor-labeled but related one. In general, the well-labeled source of knowledge transfer is called source domain, and the poor-labeled target of knowledge transfer is called target domain. According to the label conditions, domain adaptation can be grouped as unsupervised domain adaptation [22] , [28] and semi-supervised domain adaptation [12] , [20] . Unsupervised domain adaptation handles the problem where no labeled target samples are available. Semi-supervised domain adaptation is applicable for tasks where a few labeled target samples are involved in the training stage. Our proposed method can work in both unsupervised and semi-supervised manners.
According to the property of sample features, domain adaptation can be categorized as homogeneous domain adaptation [6] , [18] , [29] and heterogeneous domain adaptation [19] , [20] , [30] . In homogeneous domain adaptation, the data from both domains are sampled from the same feature space. As an extension of homogeneous domain adaptation, heterogeneous methods can handle domains with arbitrary features and dimensionalities. Specifically, multi-source domain adaptation [31] - [34] handles the problems where more than two domains are involved in the task.
According to the learning mechanisms, existing domain adaptation approaches can be roughly classified as featurebased methods [19] , [24] , [35] , sample-based methods [14] , [18] , classifier-based methods [12] , [36] and neural networkbased methods [37] , [38] .
Feature-based methods can be further categorized as distribution matching, e.g., subspace learning [24] , [35] , and property preserving, e.g., geometrical preserving [13] . Distribution matching algorithms reduce marginal or conditional distribution divergence through learning a latent subspace shared by the two domains. The MMD-based subspace learning algorithms [24] , [35] are the typical examples of distribution matching. For instance, TCA [24] learns some transferable components across domains in a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space using MMD which mitigates the marginal distribution between domains. JDA [35] jointly considers the marginal and the conditional distributions and builds a new feature representation to guarantee robustness when the distribution divergence is large. Property preserving algorithms preserve important properties, e.g., geometric structure [23] , when the samples are mapped into a low-dimensional subspace. Sample-based methods generally handle the domain adaptation by landmark selection [18] . CDLS [20] , for instance, selects landmarks that have higher matching degrees across domains by minimizing the MMD distance. LSSA [14] uses the Gaussian kernel to compute quality measures of all samples and selects landmarks whose quality measures are above a threshold.
Nowadays, most of the state-of-the-art results are achieved by deep neural network-based models [7] , [39] , [40] . These deep methods can be taxonomically divided into three categories: 1) discrepancy-based methods [39] , [41] - [43] which minimize the distribution discrepancy between the source domain and the target domain; 2) adversarial-based methods [10] , [37] , [38] , [44] which optimize a two-player minimax game; 3) reconstruction-based methods [42] , [45] - [48] which discover and utilize the cross-domain relations. Compared with conventional domain adaptation approaches, end-to-end deep models integrate feature learning and knowledge adaptation into a consistent operation. Generally, the deep models also show better performance than conventional ones.
B. Preliminaries
Graph Embedding. Graph embedding [17] is a general framework for dimensionality reduction. The main idea of graph embedding is to preserve the sample relationships during dimensionality reduction. For instance, it minimizes the intraclass distances and maximizes the inter-class distances so that the learned features are discriminative. In graph embedding, samples are formulated as a graph. The data points are nodes and the distances among them are edge weights. If we deploy Gaussian distance to calculate the weight W , we have:
), if nodes x i and x j are connected 0 otherwise.
(1) Then, a graph Laplacian L can be calculated by L = D − W , where D is a diagonal matrix with D ii = j =i W ij . At last, the dimensionality reduction can be formulated as optimizing two graph Laplacians. More details can be found in [17] .
Label Propagation. Label propagation [25] investigates the problem of using unlabeled data to facilitate the classification of labeled data. The main assumption behind label propagation is that close data points tend to have close labels. In label propagation, all data points are formulated as nodes of a fully connected graph, and the edge weight between two nodes is calculated by the Euclidean distance of them. Label propagation works in an iterative manner. If we use Y (t) to indicate the labels corresponding to time t, the labels in time t + 1 can be optimized by [49] :
where σ ∈ (0, 1) is a parameter, S = D −1/2 W D −1/2 is a similarity matrix. The definitions of W and D are same with that introduced in graph embedding. More details of the algorithm can be found in [49] .
III. LOCALITY PRESERVING JOINT TRANSFER A. Definitions and Notations
Definition 1. A domain D is defined by a feature space χ and its probability distribution P (X), where X ∈ χ. For The Laplacian matrix of the penalty graph S u h
The covariance matrix of the target domain γ Trade-off parameter for locality preserving µ Trade-off parameter for target variance a specific domain, a classification task T consists of class information y and a classifier f (x), that is T = {y, f (x)}. We use subscripts s and t to indicate the source domain and the target domain, respectively. This paper focuses on the following problem: Problem 1. Given a labeled source domain {X s , Y s } and an unlabeled target domain X t , where X s and X t are the source and the target domain samples, Y s is the labels of the source domain, P (X s ) = P (X t ) and P (y s |X s ) = P (y t |X t ), we aim to project the source and the target domain into a subspace by projection matrices A and B so that the common latent features shared by the involved domains are uncovered, the data manifold structures are preserved, and the domain gaps are minimized.
For clarity, we show the frequently used notations and corresponding descriptions in Table I .
B. Problem Formulation
In this paper, we handle the domain adaptation problem by learning a subspace where the common latent features shared by involved domains are uncovered, the data manifold structures are preserved, and the domain shifts are minimized. To this end, we formulate our objective as:
(3) In Eq. (3), {domain shift} MG and {domain shift} CD indicate the marginal and conditional distributions, respectively, which are used to reduce the domain shifts; {dist} intra and {dist} inter represent the intra-class sample distance and inter-class sample distance, respectively, which are used to preserve the local manifold structures. Our method handles domain adaptation at both feature level and sample level. At the feature level, two mapping functions A and B are learned to project the two domains into a shard space so that the common latent features can be uncovered. At the sample level, two weight vectors α and β are learned to select landmarks. The details of each part are presented in the following subsections.
1) Distribution Matching:
Our approach reveals the shared latent factors by learning a domain-invariant subspace where the two domains can be well aligned at both feature level and sample level. Previous works [35] , [50] only learn one domain-shared projection, which suffers a vital limitation when the source domain and the target domain have different dimensionalities. To gain better generalization ability, we learn two different projection matrices, one for each domain. We deploy these two matrices to project the source and the target domain data into a latent shared subspace. Specifically, let A be the projection matrix for the source domain and B for the target domain. X s ∈ R ds×ns and X t ∈ R dt×nt are the source and the target domain data respectively, where n s and n t are the total numbers of the corresponding domain samples, d s and d t are their dimensionalities. A ∈ R ds×d can project the source domain data into a d-dimensional subspace, where
. Then, the low-dimensional data can be represented by A T X s . Similarly, the low-dimensional representation of the target domain data X t can be represented as B T X t , and the low-dimensional representation of the unlabeled target domain data X u can be B T X u . Considering the large distribution divergence, we align both the marginal and the conditional distributions between the two domains by adopting MMD [22] , [51] , which can be formulated as:
where X s is the source samples, X u is the unlabeled target samples. It is worth noting that several existing approaches [12] , [20] split X t into unlabeled X u and labeled X l and use both of them for training. We only use X u to learn the model. E MG and E CD match the marginal and the conditional cross-domain data distributions, respectively. For simplicity, we set E MG and E CD with the same weight. In detail, the marginal MMD E MG can be calculated by:
and the conditional MMD E CD can be calculated by:
where C is the number of classes, n c s and n c u denote the total numbers of the source and the target domain samples in class c, respectively. In E CD , the first part calculates the discrepancy of class-wise means. The second part preserves the neighborhood relationship which encourages the samples from the same category to be close with each other. Since labels in the target domain are not available, we use the pseudo labels for target domain samples. Specifically, we classify the target domain with label propagation [25] for initialization in this paper. Then, the labels are iteratively updated during the optimization. For semi-supervised settings, we use the ground-truth label to replace the pseudo label.
2) Landmark Selection: At the sample level, we learn two weight vectors α and β for the source and the target domains, respectively. Each element of the vector is a weight of the corresponding sample. As a result, the objective function can be rewritten as:
nu are the weights of data in the source domain and the target domain, respectively,
are column vectors with all ones. δ ∈ [0, 1] controls the ratio of landmarks in the whole source or target domain samples. The constraints on α and β keep them from trivial solutions such as one-hot vectors that only align one sample from source and one sample from target. Then, E MG and E CD in Eq. (7) further can be calculated by:
).
For clarity, We rewrite Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) into the following equivalent equations in the form of matrix:
and
where H with different subscripts are coefficient matrices defined as follows:
H sc , H uc and H suc are diagonal matrices with
After some algebra operations, Eq. (7) can be written as the following equivalent equation: It is easy to see that samples from the same category tend to be close with each other. In our formulation, we aim to preserve such a neighborhood relationship during the knowledge transfer.
At last, the above equation, i.e. (12) , can be further transformed to its matrix form as follows:
where Tr(·) denotes the trace of a matrix. Each entry (H ss ) ij in H ss ∈ R ns×ns denotes the coefficient associated with x i s T x j s . Similar remarks can be applied to H tt ∈ R nt×nt and H st ∈ R ns×nt .
3) Locality Preservation:
The local consistency of sample relationship indicates that a sample tends to have the same label with its k-nearest neighbors, as shown in Fig. 2 . Such a local consistency has been widely discussed in manifold learning [15] - [17] . In transfer learning, it would be helpful if we can encourage samples from the same class stay close during the distribution matching and keep samples far from each other if they are from different classes. To this end, we introduce two Laplacian graph terms, one for each domain, by deploying the Fisher criterion [17] :
min
where [17] , [53] . Similarly, L u w and L u b are the Laplacian matrices for the target domain. The Laplacian graphs guarantee that samples from the same category can be close to each other, and at the same time, samples from different categories can be separable. More details of the Laplacian graphs can be found in previous work [17] , [53] . Mathematically, L = D −W , D is a diagonal matrix and its diagonal entry is D ii = j =i W ij . W w and W b are the weight matrices for the intrinsic graph and the penalty graph, respectively. In this paper, we deploy the following two criteria to construct W w and W b : (a) Construct the intrinsic weight matrix W w : For each sample x, connect the nearest neighbor pair v and x if v has the same label information with x.
(b) Construct the penalty weight matrix W b : For each domain, connect the k-nearest vertex pairs where samples in each pair belong to different classes. By applying (a), samples from the same class can be more compact and the local manifold structure can be preserved. By deploying (b), samples from the same domain but different classes can be more separable and the global discriminative information can be retained. We apply the heat kernel function to calculate W w and W b , i.e., if two samples x i and x j are connected, then the weight between them would be exp(−(||x i − x j || 2 )/2), otherwise it would be 0.
4) Overall
Objective Function: Considering all the above discussions, we have the overall objective function:
is the covariance matrix of the target domain, γ and µ are trade-off parameters for the locality preserving term and the target variance term, respectively.
C. Problem Optimization 1) Optimizing the space mappings A and B: To optimize Eq. (16), we write [A; B] as P . Thus, the objective function can be rewritten as:
We can reformulate Eq. (18) as:
According to the constrained optimization theory, we introduce a Lagrange multiplier Φ, and get the Lagrange function for Eq. (19) as follows:
where As a result, P consists of the corresponding d eigenvectors of Eq. (21). At last, the subspaces spanned by A and B can be obtained easily once the transformation matrix P is obtained. 
ns×ns is the coefficient associated
With the above formulation, we can apply Quadratic Programming (QP) solvers to optimize the equivalent problem:
where
, and
At last, we use the label propagation [25] to train a classifier on the learned space and get the labels of the target domain. We show the procedures of our method in Algorithm 1.
D. Computational Complexity
Now we analyze the computational complexity of Algorithm 1 by the big O notation. As stated above, X s ∈ R ds×ns , X t ∈ R dt×nt , X = [X s ; X t ] ∈ R m×n , A ∈ R ds×d , B ∈ R dt×d , where d s and d t are the original dimensionalities, d is the dimensionality of the subspace, n = n s +n t is the number of all samples. We denote the number of classes as C and the number of iterations as T . The time cost of Algorithm 1 consists of the following three parts: 1) Solving the eigendecomposition problem in step 2 costs O(T md 2 ).
2) Solving the QP problem in step 5 consumes a maximum of O(T n 3 ). 3) Computing the MMD matrices and the graph embedding matrices in step 6 costs O(T Cn 2 ).
Then, the overall computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(T dm 2 + T n 3 + T Cn 2 ). In section IV, we will show that the number of iterations T is usually smaller than 10, which is enough to guarantee convergence. Besides, the typical values of d are not greater than 200, so T min(m, n), d
min(m, n). Therefore, Algorithm 1 can be solved in polynomial time with respect to the number of samples.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. Datasets Description
Office+Caltech is an extension of Office benchmark introduced in [54] . Office includes object categories from Amazon (A, images downloaded from amazon.com), DSLR (D, highresolution images by a digital SLR camera) and Webcam (W, low-resolution images by a web camera). A, D and W are three different domains, and each domain consists of 31 categories, e.g., monitor, keyboard and laptop. 4,652 images are contained in Office. Office+Caltech contains an additional domain, Caltech-256 (C) [55] , which has 30,607 images and 256 categories. Then, 10 common classes to all four datasets are selected. There are 8 to 151 samples per category per domain, and 2,533 images in total. Furthermore, 800-dimensional SURF features, 4,096-dimensional DeCAF 6 features [56] and 4096-dimensional VGG-FC6 features [57] are extracted and further normalized to unit vectors.
CMU PIE [59] includes 41,368 images of 68 person with different poses, different illumination conditions, and different expressions. We choose the most widely used five poses distributed by Cai et al. [16] , i.e., C05, C07, C09, C27 and C29, for our experiments. All face images were converted to grayscale, cropped, and resized to 32 × 32 pixels.
USPS and MNIST are two datasets of handwritten digits. USPS contains 9,298 handwritten digit images of 16×16 pixel values in total, which is split into 7,291 training images and 2,007 test images. The MNIST dataset has a training set of 60,000 examples, and a test set of 10,000 examples. Both the training set and test set are used in our experiments.
Office-Home [60] consists of 4 subsets: Art (Ar), Product (Pr), Real-world (Rw) and Clipart (Cl). The images in Art category are paintings, sketches and artistic depictions. Images in the Product category are collected without background. Real-word images are regular images captured with a camera. Each subset is regarded as a domain. In total, there are 65 object categories and 15,500 images in the dataset. In this paper, we follow previous work [60] and extract deep features of fc7 layer with a VGG-F model, which is pre-trained on ImageNet 2012. VisDA 2017 challenge (VisDA2017) [61] is a large-scale dataset with over 280K images across 12 categories. The dataset contains a training domain which is synthetic 2D renderings of 3D models generated from different angles and with different lighting conditions, a photo-realistic or realimage validation domain, and a test domain which is different from the validation domain and without labels. In this paper, we use the training domain as the source domain and the validation domain as the target domain.
B. Protocols
Our approach can handle both homogeneous and heterogeneous domain adaptation problems. In this section, we first report the homogeneous domain adaptation results with unsupervised settings. Then, we report the results of heterogeneous domain adaptation. For the tested datasets, each subset is regarded as a domain. By picking any two to build a crossdomain task, we can generate 3 × 4 = 12 evaluations for both Office+Caltech and Office-Home datasets, and 4 × 5 = 20 evaluations for the CMU PIE dataset. We further normalize all of the data using z-score. For the parameters, we fix the average weight δ = 0. Since there are no labeled target samples in unsupervised domain adaptation, we follow previous work [23] , [35] and set the hyper-parameters by searching a wide range and use the optimal ones. In semi-supervised domain adaptation, one can deploy cross-validation to tune them.
We follow the same experimental protocols in [22] , [23] to perform homogeneous domain adaptation. Both Of-fice+Caltech and CMU PIE are tested. In homogeneous domain adaptation on CMU PIE, the projection matrix A and B have the same dimensionality, we encourage A and B to be close by minimizing A − B 2 F [29] . Several state-of-theart approaches, e.g., subspace alignment (SA) [28] , geodesic flow kernel (GFK) [23] , joint distribution analysis (JDA) [35] , transfer joint matching (TJM) [22] , joint geometrical and statistical alignment (JGSA) [13] are tested for comparison. In particular, SVM is also reported as a non-transfer baseline.
For heterogeneous domain adaptation, we follow the same settings in previous work [12] , [19] , [20] . Specifically, for the source domains, 20 samples per category are randomly selected as labeled data. For the target domain, 3 samples per object are randomly selected as the gallery, and the rest images are used as probe data. Note that the gallery samples in our experiments are only used for testing/classification, whereas they are also used for training in compared methods like CDLS. Four state-of-the-art methods are used for comparison, for instance, joint geometrical and statistical alignment (JGSA) [13] , semi-supervised heterogeneous feature augmentation (SHFA) [12] and cross-domain landmark selection (CDLS) [20] . In particular, PCA+SVM is reported as a baseline, and SVM is reported as a non-transfer baseline.
We also evaluate our method on large-scale dataset OfficeHome and VisDA. The protocols of Office-Home are same with previous work [60] . The protocols of VisDA are same with previous work [10] . In large-scale tests, we compare our method with not only traditional domain adaptation methods but also end-to-end deep approaches.
C. Results and Discussions
The results of homogeneous domain adaptation on CMU PIE are shown in Table II . It can be seen that our approach outperforms state-of-the-art methods on all of the 20 evaluations. The average classification accuracy of our method is 82.36%, which overwhelmingly has a 19.62% improvement compared with the best baseline JGSA. The results of homogeneous domain adaptation on MNIST and USPS datasets are shown in Table III . The results further verify the advances of our method. Compared with the MMD-based methods, e.g., TCA, JDA and JGSA, our method advances from two aspects. The first is that we pay attention to not only features but also samples. The other is that our method can preserve the local consistency of samples. Take CMU PIE as an example, the Euclidean distance between samples from one domain but different classes may be smaller than the distance of samples within one class but from different domains. Thus, neglecting the local consistency of samples will lead to misclassification. To handle this, our approach constructs an intrinsic graph to preserve the local manifold structure and a penalty graph to make samples with different labels more separable. This novel graph structure enhances the discriminability of the model, which was also verified in LRDE [53] .
The results of homogeneous domain adaptation on Office+Caltech dataset with DeCAF 6 features are shown in Table IV . To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we also report the results of two end-to-end deep models, e.g., deep domain confusion (DDC) [41] and deep adaption network (DAN) [39] . It is worth noting that dataset DSLR has the smallest number of samples, which may lead to overfitting during training. Therefore, we did not report the results on DSLR. From the results in Table IV , we can see that our approach outperforms not only the traditional methods but also the end-to-end deep models, e.g., DDC and DAN. Specifically, our approach achieves 3.22% improvements against CDLS and 2.12% over DAN. In our experiments, we deploy DeCAF 6 features, DDC and DAN are based on AlexNet [62] with MMD regularization. Actually, the basic techniques of our method and DDC/DAN are the same. Specifically, features are extracted by convolutional neural networks and knowledges are adapted by distribution matching. Compared with endto-end deep models, our approach is more flexible. Different transfer learning techniques can be easily incorporated into it.
It is worth noting that SVM t and PCA+SVM show a huge difference in the results. The reason is that SVM t directly classifies target samples with the labeled target samples as references. However, PCA+SVM classifies target samples with the labeled source samples as references.
For heterogeneous domain adaptation, we evaluate our model on Office+Caltech dataset. DeCAF 6 , VGG-FC6 and SURF features are tested. The 3 different features can perform 3×2 = 6 evaluations. However, SURF is a handcrafted feature, of which the representation ability is much weaker than deep features [19] , [20] , [29] . Therefore, it is meaningless to transfer knowledge from deep features to SURF. At the same time, we are interested in if handcrafted features can assist deep features and if deep features can reinforce each other. So we perform four evaluations on Office+Caltech dataset for heterogeneous domain adaptation.
The heterogeneous domain adaptation results of SURF to VGG-FC6 are reported in Table V . From the results, it is clear that the transfer learning algorithms perform better than baseline PCA+SVM and SVM t . In other words, the results prove that the handcrafted features, e.g., SURF, can be used to reinforce the deep features. In general, deep features are automatically learned by an architecture with an explicit objective. However, handcrafted features, in most cases, are designed with human experience. For a specific task, the two have overlaps. For instance, human beings can recognize a face by observing the eyes, mouth and nose, which are also salient parts of a deep network. At the same time, human experiences do have differences with an automatic feature extractor. Some useful factors involved in the handcrafted features can complement the deep features. On the other hand, from the perspective of multi-view leaning, different kinds of features are different representations of the same information. Each of them has its pros and cons, joint optimizing them can strengthen its own strong points, and learn from the others.
Generally, transfer learning is regarded as a technique of leveraging knowledge from one domain to another different domain. The experiments in this work, especially the adaptations on the same dataset, e.g., Caltech → Caltech, give us a clue that we can also perform intra-domain knowledge transfer among different feature types. This conclusion is also verified by the results in Table VI and Table VII which report the heterogeneous domain adaptation of DeCAF 6 to VGG-FC6 and VGG-FC6 to DeCAF 6 . The results demonstrate that transfer learning can be used to complement one deep feature by another one. The results also show that our approach is more effective than previous works.
D. Large-scale Evaluations
The previous experiments have demonstrated the effectiveness of our method on standard datasets. In this section, we further evaluate our algorithm on two large-scale datasets. Specifically, we compare our method with several state-of-theart deep methods, e.g., MCD [10] , SimNet [11] and DHN [60] .
The results on Office-Home dataset and VisDA dataset are reported in Table VIII and Table IX , respectively. It can be seen that our method performs better than not only traditional methods but also deep methods. For instance, we achieved 2% accuracy improvement against DHN [60] on office-home dataset and MCD [10] on VisDA dataset. Both DHN and MCD are based on state-of-the-art deep neural networks. Compared with traditional methods, deep methods integrate feature extraction and knowledge transfer into a unified network and achieve promising results. However, some techniques, which have been proven effective in domain adaptation, are hard to be implemented with deep structure. For example, the conditional MMD can be easily optimized by matrix operations but it is very tricky in deep networks. In addition, the results on Office-Home and VisDA verify that our method is applicable to large-scale dataset and is able to achieve favorable accuracy. Furthermore, our method generally runs faster than deep ones since we use off-the-shelf features.
E. Model Analysis
In this section, we analyze our approach by discussing the parameter sensitivity, model convergence, the MMD distance and the landmark selection. Fig. 3 illustrates the visual results of landmark selection. By comparing the samples with bigger weights and samples with smaller weights, we can easily capture that the selected landmarks are more similar to the target samples, which proves that our method is able to leverage the most relevant samples for adaptation and filter out outliers to avoid negative transfer.
The parameters sensitivity are reported in Fig. 4 . Specifically, Fig. 4(a) shows the effect of locality preservation terms. It can be seen that the value of γ should be set as a small value, e.g., from 10 −5 to 10 −3 , on Office+Caltech dataset. Fig. 4(a) reports the impact of target variance term. The best Fig. 4(c) shows the influence of the latent space dimensionality. It is obvious that our model is not sensitive to the parameter d on the tested evaluations. Fig. 5(a) reports the convergence curve of our approach. We can see that the value of our objective function is monotonically decreasing with the increase of iterations. The convergence curve becomes steady after about 5 iterations, which proves that our objective converges fast. Fig. 5(b) shows the MMD distance between the source domain and the target domain. It can be observed that the distribution divergence is getting smaller and smaller with the optimization iterations. In other words, our approach can effectively reduce the discrepancy between the two domains. It can be seen that our method is able to achieve steady results after 5 iterations. The domain discrepancy (MMD distance) can be reduced by our method.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel domain adaptation approach for transfer learning. Our approach jointly aligned the source domain and the target domain at both feature level and sample level. At the feature level, we matched the domain distributions by minimizing marginal and conditional MMD. At the sample level, we re-weighted instances by landmarks selection, so that the pivot samples can be selected as the bridge of knowledge transfer and the outliers can be filtered out. At the same time, we considered the locality preservation during knowledge transfer. We also maximized the utilization of sample local relationships by deploying label propagation. Extensive experiments on five visual datasets verified the superiority of our proposed method.
In the experiments, we not only proved that our approach is applicable for both homogeneous and heterogeneous domain adaptation in either unsupervised or semi-supervised manner, but also explored that if handcrafted features can be used to reinforce deep features and if different deep features can be used to reinforce each other. The experiment results showed that one deep feature can be further boosted by handcrafted features and other deep features. Considering that inventing a novel backbone network is quite challenging, using transfer learning to boost the existing features proposes a practical and cheap solution for many real-world applications. 
